
24 CCU-X
Load limiter device for truck mounted cranes

Description

The CCU-X system is a load limiter device for truck mounted cranes 

based on the reading of pressures inside the lifting jacks. Pressures are 

compared in real time with the limit thresholds settable by the configura-

tor. The system includes a series of functions and controls listed below:

- management of allowed movements in case of activation of the mo-

ment limiting device in relation to the positions measured by angle sen-

sors of main boom, second boom, jib, winch;

- stabilizer and outrigger management using digital or analogic sensors;

- working area management;

- failure and malfunctioning self-diagnostics;

- management of the spool sensors of hydraulic control valve;

- CAN bus direct interface with Scanreco remote control;

- parameter configuration by special display or by PC.

The equipment is fitted with a graphic touch screen panel to show pres-

sures, usage percentages and alarm messages.

Main features

By connecting the spool sensors 

of the control valve to the CCU-X 

card, the control unit activates or 

not the bypass valve according to 

the load status of the crane. The 

thresholds are set depending on 

the position of the stabilizers and 

outriggers. The angle sensors in 

the second boom and in the jib are 

used to monitor the boom position 

depending on the load and to block 

the machine in case of overload, 

allowing only the activation of the 

maneuvers that bring the system 

in safety conditions.

Technical specifications

Supply voltage 12 or 24 Vdc +/-20%

Max current absorption 300mA + output load (7.5A protection fuse)

Working temperature range -40 ÷ +70 °C

Ingress protection rating IP65

Max output current 2.5A for each output (maximum total current 7.0A)

Dimensions 180 x 154 x 39 mm 

Overall dimensions (+ connector) 180 x 190 x 39 mm

Max current in the bypass valve circuit 8A (it’s mandatory to protect this circuit with an appropriate protection fuse)
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(2 micro switches for each lever) 
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25CCU-X
Roller crane application

FIP-C dual-axis angle 

sensor

CCU-X load limiter

Description 

A roller crane is mounted on a truck that allows the shifting movement of 

the crane parallel to the length of the chassis. This kind of crane is used 

to put long objects on the truck, with the ability to move the base of the 

crane along the truck. The FIP-C dual-axis, CAN bus angle sensor meas-

ures the alignment of the chassis with respect to the ground, ensuring 

the stability of the vehicle. The CCU-X task is to detect the overload of the 

booms, avoiding the overturn of the machine.

FIP-C dual-axis angle FIP-C dual xi gl


